1. Let X be a linear space over a field 9 of scalars (were ?=IR or 5=C) . Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X. Let L Q (X)={AeL(X):
dom A=X}. Following [10] , denote by R(X) the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X). For a D€R(X) we write: Then it is easy to check that FIF=F, IFI*I, i.e. FeW(X). 
FDRFD=FD, RFDR*R, i.e. FDeW(X). Example 2. Let L={t:|t|=l} ( X=H U (L) (Ocyci
It is easy to see that WVx e WV(dom V) and(I-WV)x e ker V.
Suppose that x e WV(dom V) and z e ker V. Hence, there is x 1 e dom V such that x=WVx 1 e WXc domV, i.e. x+Z€ dom V.
If u e WV(dom V) n ker V. Then there exists a we dom V such that u=WVw and Vu=VWVw=Vw=0. Hence, w € kerV and u=WVw=0. and AX c domV. Since VWV=V, VW^^V^ we find Necessity. Suppose that F r is a right initial operator for V corresponding to an WeJfy Let xedom V be arbitrary fixed. Write: u=WVx. By definition, Vu=VWVx=Vx. Thus V(u-x)=0, which implies that z=u-xe ker V, i.e. F r z=z=u-x=F r (u-x). On the other hand, since F r W=0 on V(dom V) , we have
We therefore conclude that
' r r r The arbitrariness of x e dom V implies Formula (8).
Remark 3. Similarly, we can define a left initial operator for an operator VeW(X). 
Proof, (by induction). For N=1 we have formula (8): I=F r + W y V on the domain of the operator V. Suppose that the identity (9) holds for every fixed Nal. Then, by the induction N+l assumption, we have on the domain of the operator V : By Theorem 6, we find from (16) x=W(Ax+y)+z where z € ker V is arbitrary. Thus, Equation (13) is equivalent to the following (17) (I -WA)x = Wy + z.
By the assumption, we get from (17) (cf. (ii) If I-WA is left invertible, then from (17) we obtain immediately a general solution of (13) in the form (15).
Corollary 3.
Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 8 are satisfied and that the operator I-WA is invertible, then every solution of Equation (13) Proof. According to Theorem 8, Equation (13) To beging with, we show that the element Mj is a generalized almost regularized of A(tj). Indeed, by the assumption, we get
It is easy to check that P £ M j 01 M j P i ( i, j=l, . . . , n) . where c^ e C (j=l,...,n). 
